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The 760px copy provides adequate information for the 
analysis which immediately gave the actual Gore Size of 
353 x 176.5mm and thus individual gores of 29.417mm. 
I have already confirmed that the Soldi (one twentieth 
of a Braccia) of Florence was 29.18mm and the Soldi of 
Milan 29.745mm which indicates that the 29.417 gore 

is in fact the nearly mid-point of the two measurements. 
The “inch” which was prevalent in the area of Lorraine 
where M Waldseemuller worked is 28.593mm.  Given 
the plethora of differing measurements in Europe/Italy 
of the Medieval Age, varying by very little for the same 
unit I was not surprised to see this slight variation. But it 

IS THIS THE FORERUNNER OF THE CYLINDRICAL  
PROJECTION? A SHORT ESSAY
Michael Ferrar

The essay is an extract from a paper discussing the work of Leonardo da Vinci and Globes/Gores. This 
gore sheet is the subject of some controversy by authorship and date (1507). To investigate it properly I 
have redrawn the print for analysis as Diagram CgLdV/1/D08. 

The original print was obtained from the NYPL Digital Collection.1 

Figure 1. Redrawn image (Diagram CgLdV/1/D08)
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means the diameter is actually 353 x 7/22 = 112.32mm 
for comparison purposes with other gores which are extant 
and approximately 110mm diameter.

To be clear, the NYPL, image ID 5047403, dates the 
print to 1517, names the author as Martin Waldseemuller 
and gives an “attributed name” as Louis Boulengier. 
Then under “dates/origin” they have “Date issued; 1517 
(questionable); Place, Lyons; Publisher, Jean de la Place 
and “issuance”, monographic. The extent of the engraving 
is given as 18 x 36cm.

But, this diagram is not for a Globular map to be 
constructed via the Gores, it is a highly decorated engraving 
which was meant to be cut to the 364 x 180mm bordure 
lines of the copper engraving and then merely rolled into 
a cylinder and glued together to form what is probably the 
first cylindrical map of the world. This could then stand on 
a desk, be rotated for each segment and would not require 
a mount or to be stopped rolling off the desk.

Consider the engraved lettering:

VNIVER- SALIS- COSMO- GRA- PHIE- DESCRI- 
PTIO- TAM- IN- SOLIDO- QVEM-PLANO.

The word PLANO over-runs the actual gore size by the 
letter “N” being set from the Gore line to the right and the 
letter “O” following but inside the copper engraved border 
line.

Now study the left-hand side and the minor over-
run of the diagrams engraving. There is a single letter 
“O” perfectly aligned to the main text and obviously 
meant to be the last letter of the word PLANO when the 
cylinder is formed. Unfortunately the engraver did not 
place the “O” in the correct position; there should be an 
“N” adjacent to the line just on its right to be followed by 
the “O”, then a perfect overlap would be achieved when 
the whole is rolled to form a cylinder and glued correctly 
along the Gore line. To aid the formation of the cylinder 
the equatorial double line has been extended past the 
edge of the diagram such that it provides an alignment 
in the centre when the whole cylinder is formed. My 
photograph of the original sketch and the cylinder really 
says it all. The diagram was never intended as a globe but 
an artefact that when joined could as I have stated stand 
on a desk and be rotated for a view of each section of the 
world as it rotates daily and by moving it one gore at a 
time every two hours the cylinder keeps pace with the 
world rotation.

Figure 2. Diagram CgLdV/1/D09 illustrates the drawing and the cylindrical map
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I consider this to be probably an example of the 
cosmographical work carried out at St Die en Vosges in 
the early 1500’s where experimental projections were 
being developed. In another text I have read, section 3 
endeavours to move the author from M Waldseemuller 
to Donnus Nicholas Germanus Astrologus born c1420 
and by 1507/1517 would be 87/97 years of age, and 
that is unconvincing. If you study the letters so poorly 
engraved and thus indistinct on the right hand equator 
line (unfortunately you need to see the original in high 
resolution to appreciate the comment) and if in fact the 
first three letters are A B F then this would appear to be 
a variant of Amico bene merenti fecit and translates as “a 
friend, a benefactor made this”, and thus the following 
letters if they are D, S(possibly) G are perhaps the initials 
of the person who wrote this inscription, rather badly 
I would reiterate, or the initials of the Benefactor or the 
engraver. What they are not are the initials of the author of 
the gore diagram which an engraver has copied.

Conclusion
From the outset the size of the equatorial line for the gores 
has been wrongly identified in length. The overall engraved 
rectangle is actually 364 x 180mm and hence cannot be 
used to calculate the diameter as has been done in the text 
I have mentioned. The gore size is 353 x 176.5mm and 
hence each gore is 29.417mm. The diagram was conceived 
as a “Cylindrical” artefact. The “friend and Benefactor” is 
the important person in this investigation as the original 
drawing from which the engraver took his design is 
unknown and cannot be discerned from the engraving 
letters. The diagram has engraved text which appears to be 
from the same genre as the Waldseemuller chart.

I therefore suggest that a complete re-appraisal of 
the engraving is undertaken in the light of my findings, 
as the implication that it is possibly the forerunner of the 
Cylindrical Projection cannot be taken lightly.
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